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Kampungs are long gone, but kampung spirit will live on

In multicultural Singapore, with no foundational myth to call its own, the separate parts of this accidental
nation make up a harmonious cooperative

Meira Chand

These past few months on our all-inclusive island, we have been rushing pell-mell from one

time-honoured festival and public holiday to another.

Deepavali, Chinese Mid-Autumn Festival, the bustle of Christmas and New Year. Immediately

after these celebrations, we welcomed Chinese New Year, and on the horizon is Easter, then Hari

Raya and Vesak Day. Out of respect for the diversity of others in our multicultural nation state,

we overlook no one; regard is given to all.

Visitors enjoying the Chinese New Year celebrations in Chinatown on Jan 21, 2023. ST PHOTO: ARIFFIN JAMAR
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Most festivals spring from a religious source or are rooted in nature’s annual cycle, observing in

one way or another the celebration of light over darkness, goodness over evil, and life over death.

They give structure and process to the year, and grant us also brief pauses in the harried business

of living.

Whatever our creed, we celebrate festive days with a rush of joyful energy, eating specific foods,

giving gifts, performing rituals, coming together as families, celebrating life.

Part of the pleasure radiates from the memories stored within us, of the childhood excitement of

receiving gifts or eating special dishes, performing specific practices. Memories, and the human

connections within which such memories are embedded, give deep meaning to our festive days.

Biologist Rupert Sheldrake explores, uniquely, the subject of collective memory, what he calls

morphic resonance. According to his hypothesis, underlying all of nature is a shared field of

collective memory. This memory depends on a resonance between patterns of activity in the

past and patterns in the present.

On his website, Sheldrake explains in a paper titled Fields Of Being: Morphic Resonance, that

these fields of energy underlie and organise the biology of all living things, whether they be

animals, plants, cells, proteins, crystals, brains or minds.

From this field of collective memory, animals inherit the successful habits of their species as

instincts. A spider knows automatically how to spin a complex web by tuning in to the

knowledge of web spinning from countless generations of spiders before it. We humans inherit

bodily, emotional, mental and cultural habits, including the habits of our languages.

The rituals of our time-honoured festivals are also tied into this same field of morphic resonance.

Whether it be the giving of red envelopes or the decorating of trees, many rituals are based on

the foundational myth of a particular group of people.

By participating in rituals that re-enact a foundational myth, people are bound together as a

group. Sheldrake cites as an example the Jewish festival of Passover, through which Jews all over

the world affirm their identity.

They connect with past generations who have performed the same rituals every year back to the

original Passover and connect also with future generations who will continue to re-enact the

same rituals. As do Christians at Christmas, Muslims for Hari Raya or Eid, Buddhists on Vesak

Day, and so on.

The morphic field of collected human memory is most powerfully transmitted in churches,

temples, shrines and other religious places, where the transcendental longing of generations can

be felt by any visitor.
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What is a Singaporean?

In polyglot Singapore, where the respectful observance of everyone’s separate ceremonials is

honoured, we have no overarching ancient foundational myth to call our own, no primary

religious festival that brings us together as Singaporeans, as one people.

We cannot trace ourselves back to an original moment, we can only celebrate our separate parts.

If we have no field of morphic resonance as Sheldrake might define it, what then exactly is this

much blended, culturally rainbowed creature we call a Singaporean?

Veteran Singaporean diplomat Kishore Mahbubani pondered this question in a 2013 article in

The Straits Times, “So, what is a Singaporean?” He writes that he knows he is Singaporean, but is

not sure what a Singaporean is. He categorises the character traits of people from old nations like

France, new nations like America, and nations like India and Indonesia that are a mix of old and

new.

Singapore, he states, cannot fit any such category; it is an accidental nation, and to create a sense

of national identity out of an accident is challenging in the extreme.

Citing his own experience, he describes how living as an impressionable child in a close-knit,

multi-ethnic community of Indian, Chinese and Malays shaped his adult personality.

Despite the racial riots of 1964, he says, “we lived with deep ethnic harmony… even though one of

my Malay neighbours returned home badly bruised and bloodied after being beaten by a Chinese

mob, the ethnic harmony of our Onan Road community was never shaken. We saw ourselves as

belonging to one community despite our ethnic and religious diversity”.

In some ways, the kampung spirit, that sense of community and solidarity found in Singapore’s

original villages, lives on in our modern nation, even if the kampung is long gone. Prof

Mahbubani cautions that it is this ethnic harmony that will decide Singapore’s future. If it

continues to organically evolve, then Singapore will grow robustly, but if there is too much

artificial engineering, then Singapore will remain in a state of fragility.

Perhaps that is how it is in our accidental nation – we are a multi-celled organism, all our

different individual parts working together as one, separate but instinctively unified, like bees in

a hive, the cells in our body, the sun, moon, planets and stars in the universe, all distinct yet

harmoniously part of a whole, a giant cooperative.

We might have no founding myth to confirm our identity, but in today’s progressively intolerant

world, the people of this accidental nation, in their brave experiment in multicultural living, an

experiment not found anywhere else in the world, would seem to have chanced upon the best

within themselves.
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In spite of ups and downs, the kampung spirit, with its emphasis on tolerance and human

connection, might sometimes flicker, but it never goes out.

Meira Chand has a doctorate in creative writing and is the author of nine novels, whose

themes examine the conflict of cultures and the search for identity.

We welcome contributions to the Sunday Views column. Write to us at

stopinion@sph.com.sg
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